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RECTANGLE 05
R-VF-LB-R-05

Frame Size:
   118.125”w x 94.5”h x 19.75”d

Graphic Options:
   purchase only, single or double sided

SQUARE 04
R-VF-LB-S-04

Frame Size:
   94.5”w x 94.5”h x 19.75”d

Graphic Options:
   purchase only, single or double sided

If you’re looking to attract attention with a simple straight fabric backwall, Vector Frame™ Light Boxes are an easy and captivating solution. 
Vector Frame Light Boxes provide a custom look in a simple package. Light Boxes feature sleek rented aluminum extrusion frames and interior 
LED edge lighting for a contemporary look. Single and double sided push-fit graphic options are available for purchase only.

LED lights come adhered to the frame, 
making setup as simple as:
1. assembling the frame

2. applying the push-fit graphics

3. plugging in the electrical cord! 
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RECTANGLE 04
R-VF-LB-R-04

Frame Size:
   47.25”w x 94.5”h x 19.75”d

Graphic Options:
   purchase only, single or double sided
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Vector Frame Kit 15
VF-K-15
The innovative, contemporary and clean appearance of the Vector FrameTM line of 
exhibit kits will captivate your audience. Kits feature push-fit fabric graphics, easy-
to-assemble extrusion frames, accent lighting, tables, counters, literature accessories, 
monitor mounts and interior LED edge lighting where indicated.

dimensions:

additional information:

- 50mm silver extrusion frame
- Illuminated graphic panel with interior  

LED lighting top and bottom
- Single-sided SEG dye-sublimated push-fit 

fabric graphics

features and benefits:

- Kit includes frame, one illuminated fabric 
graphic panel, four rigid graphic accents, 
and one wheeled molded case

- Lifetime hardware warranty against 
 manufacturer defects

Assembled Unit: 
112”w x 95”h x 19.75”d
2845mm(w) x 2413mm(h) x 501.75mm(d)

Total visual area:
Center graphic area: 
94.375”w x 94.375”h
2397mm(w) x 2397mm(h)

Accent wings:
8.26”w x 45.27”h
210mm(w) x 1150mm(h)

Please be sure to include a 2” bleed 
around the perimeter of the center graphic 
and a 1/2” bleed around the perimeter of 
all wing graphics.

Refer to related graphic templates for  
more information

Hardware

We are continually improving and modifying our product range and reserve the right to vary the specifications without prior 
notice.  All dimensions and weights quoted are approximate and we accept no responsibility for variance.  E&OE.  See Graphic 
Templates for graphic bleed specifications.

Graphic

Graphic Material:
Dye-sublimated fabric

Shipping Dimensions - ships in 1 case:
1 OCH2 case: 52”l x 30”w x 15”h
1320.8mm(l) x 762mm(w) x 381mm(h)

Approximate shipping weight (entire kit): 
110.25 lbs / 50 kgs

Shipping

11/10/14

Illuminated wall



Vector Frame Kit 16
VF-K-16
The innovative, contemporary and clean appearance of the Vector FrameTM line of 
exhibit kits will captivate your audience. Kits feature push-fit fabric graphics, easy-
to-assemble extrusion frames, accent lighting, tables, counters, literature accessories, 
monitor mounts and interior LED edge lighting where indicated.

dimensions:

additional information:

- 50mm silver extrusion frame
- Illuminated graphic panel with interior LED 

lighting top and bottom
- Single-sided SEG dye-sublimated push-fit 

fabric graphics
- Monitor Mount (MM-MB) can hold 26”-40” 

monitor/max weight 25 lbs

features and benefits:

- Kit includes frame, four fabric graphic 
panels, one illuminated fabric graphic 
panel, one counter, monitor mount and 
three wheeled molded cases

- Lifetime hardware warranty against 
 manufacturer defects

Assembled Unit: 
116”w x 95”h x 21.75”d
2946.4mm(w) x 2413mm(h) x 552.45mm(d)

Total visual area:
Panel A: 15.61”w x 94.375”h
396.5mm(w) x 2397mm(h)

Panel B: 51.05”w x 94.375”h
1297mm(w) x 2397mm(h)

Panels C & E: 11.68”w x 94.375”h
296.6mm(w) x 2397mm(h)

Panel D: 47.125”w x 94.375”h
1199mm(w) x 2397mm(h)

Counter: 
Front (wraps around counter):
73.125”w x 39.25”h
1857mm(w) x 997mm(h)

Back: 11.35”w x 39.25”h
288mm(w) x 997mm(h)

Please be sure to include a 2” bleed 
around the perimeter. Refer to related 
graphic templates for more information.

Hardware

We are continually improving and modifying our product range and reserve the right to vary the specifications without prior 
notice.  All dimensions and weights quoted are approximate and we accept no responsibility for variance.  E&OE.  See Graphic 
Templates for graphic bleed specifications.

Graphic

Graphic Material:
Dye-sublimated fabric

Shipping dimensions - ships in 3 cases:
3 OCH2 cases: 52”l x 30”w x 15”h
1320.8mm(l) x 762mm(w) x 381mm(h)

Approximate shipping weight (entire kit): 
288.35 lbs / 130.79 kgs

Shipping

03/19/15

Tabletop color options:

silver black mahogany natural

Illuminated wall

Monitor not included

Monitor Mount (MM-MB) can hold 
26”-40”; max weight = 25 lbs / 11.3 kgs

Counter max weight = 50 lbs / 22.68 kgs 

Optional lighting available



Vector Frame Kit 19
VF-K-19
The innovative, contemporary and clean appearance of the Vector FrameTM line of 
exhibit kits will captivate your audience. Kits feature push-fit fabric graphics, easy-
to-assemble extrusion frames, accent lighting, tables, counters, literature accessories, 
monitor mounts and interior LED edge lighting where indicated.

dimensions:

additional information:

- 50mm silver extrusion frame
- Illuminated graphic panel with interior LED 

lighting top and bottom
- Includes two center literature pockets
- Single-sided SEG dye-sublimated push-fit 

fabric graphics

features and benefits:

- Kit includes frame, four fabric graphic 
panels, four rigid graphic panels, one 
illuminated graphic panel, two fabric 
graphic counters, two 120 watt lights, 
two center literature pockets and four 
wheeled molded cases

- Lifetime hardware warranty against 
 manufacturer defects

Assembled Unit: 
232.25”w x 102”h x 24.25”d
5899.404mm(w) x 2590.8mm(h) x 615.95mm(d)

Counter:
55.5”w x 40.5”h x 22.5”d
1410mm(w) x 1029mm(h) x 571.5mm(d)

Total visual area:
Dye Sub Panels A & I: 76.50”w x 94.375”h
1943mm(w) x 2397mm(h)

Dye Sub Panels B & H:  
25.625”w x 94.375”h
651mm(w) x 2397mm(h)

Dye Sub Panel E (backlit): 
47.125”w x 94.375”h
1197mm(w) x 2397mm(h)

UV Panels C, D, F & G: 9.81”w x 39.34”h
249mm(w) x 999mm(h)

Counters (each):
Front (wraps around counter):
106.375”w x 39.24”h
2702mm(w) x 997mm(h)

Back: 20.62”w x 39.24”h
524mm(w) x 39.24mm(h)

Please be sure to include a 2” bleed  
around the perimeter.Refer to related 
graphic templates for more information

Hardware

We are continually improving and modifying our product range and reserve the right to vary the specifications without prior 
notice.  All dimensions and weights quoted are approximate and we accept no responsibility for variance.  E&OE.  See Graphic 
Templates for graphic bleed specifications.

Graphic

Graphic material:
Dye-sublimated fabric

Lights included: 
Lumina 200 120 watt floodlight, curved 
arm, black finish, 19.5” from end to end

Counter max weight = 100 lbs / 45.36 kgs

Shipping Dimensions - ships in 4 cases:
3 OCH2 cases:
52”l x 30”w x 15”h
1320.8mm(l) x 762mm(w) x 381mm(h)

1 OCE case:
66”l x 18”w x 18”h
1676.4mm(l) x 457.2mm(w) x 457.2mm(h)

Approximate shipping weight (entire kit): 
363.4 lbs / 164.84 kgs

Shipping

03/19/15

Tabletop color options:

silver black mahogany natural

Illuminated wall


